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Abstract

Objectives—Hippocampal atrophy and hypometabolism in the posterior association neocortex are two well known features of Alzheimer’s disease. A correlation between these two features was reported twice previously, suggesting intriguing relations. This question has been reassessed, this time controlling for severity of dementia as well as assessing each side of the brain separately and using a voxel based image analysis in addition to the previously employed regions of interest (ROIs).

Patients and methods—Eleven patients were studied with probable Alzheimer’s disease and mild to moderate dementia in whom both volume MRI and PET assessed cerebral glucose consumption (CMRGlc) were available. Hypothesis driven correlations between hippocampal width (an index of atrophy) and CMRGlc were performed for two posterior association regions, the superior temporal and the inferior parietal (angular gyrus) cortices, using ROIs set separately for each hemisphere. To confirm significant correlations from the ROIs approach, if any, and to assess their specificity for the posterior association neocortex, CMRGlc image voxel based analysis of correlations with hippocampal width was then carried out.

Results—There was a significant correlation, in the positive—neurobiologically expected—direction, between right hippocampal width and right angular gyrus metabolism (p< 0.01, Spearman), which remained significant with Kendall partial correlation controlling for dementia severity (estimated by mini mental state scores). Statistical non-parametric mapping (SnPM) confirmed this correlation (p< 0.025), and showed a single additional correlation in the right middle temporal gyrus (p< 0.005), which is also part of the posterior association cortex.

Conclusion—The findings with both ROIs and voxel based mapping replicate earlier reports of a relation between hippocampal atrophy and ipsilateral association cortex hypometabolism in Alzheimer’s disease, and for the first time document that this relation is both region specific and independent of the dementing process itself. Why the correlation was significant only for the right hemisphere is unclear but may be related to the limited sample. Hippocampal–neocortical disconnection due to early and severe medial temporal lobe pathology may at least partly explain the posterior association cortex hypometabolism found in Alzheimer’s disease.
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In Alzheimer’s disease, two well known findings with structural1 2 and functional3 4 neuroimaging are hippocampal atrophy and glucose hypometabolism in the posterior association cortex, respectively; furthermore, both can be documented even at early stages of the disease.5 6 By contrast with hippocampal atrophy, which clearly results from local neuronal pathology,1 6 the mechanisms underlying glucose hypometabolism in the posterior cortex remain debated. Thus, although neurofibrillary tangles and amyloid plaques do affect the posterior association cortex,7 8 the few studies that have assessed the relations between posterior cortex hypometabolism and local pathology have reported inconsistent and at best weak correlations.9 10 This has led to the alternative hypothesis that hypometabolism in the posterior association cortex may at least in part result from disconnection effects due to neuronal lesions in remote but connected areas.11 12 Specifically, as the mesial temporal region exhibits prominent and early neuronal pathology in Alzheimer’s disease13 14 and has strong reciprocal connections with the associated areas,15 hippocampal damage would be a plausible source of remote neocortical effects.16 This hypothesis has recently received strong supportive evidence from combined lesional and PET studies in both the rat and the baboon.17 18

One straightforward way to test this hypothesis is to assess the correlations between the magnitude of posterior cortex hypometabolism and the degree of hippocampal atrophy. In patients with probable Alzheimer’s disease, Jobst et al19 reported a significant correlation between side to side asymmetry in hippocampal thickness and corresponding asymmetry scores in posterior cortex hypoperfusion, assessed by CT and SPECT, respectively. Subsequently, Yamaguchi et al20 replicated these findings in a group of 13 patients with Alzheimer’s disease using 1.5 T T1 weighted...
MR to assess hippocampal thickness and PET derived brain glucose consumption (CMRGlc) to assess synaptic function. However, neither of these two studies controlled for the potentially confounding effect of overall disease severity (according to which two causally unrelated phenomena caused by a single disease process may be coincidentally correlated). In addition, Jobst et al\textsuperscript{9} used only a visual (subjective) assessment of their SPECT data, whereas Yamaguchi et al\textsuperscript{10} did use regions of interest (ROIs) but without assessing each side of the brain separately, an important consideration in relation to the hippocampus-neocortex connection hypothesis. Furthermore, in neither study were the functional brain images evaluated in a systematic and objective way as afforded by voxel based analysis.\textsuperscript{21, 22}

The aim of the present study was therefore to test the replicability of the findings of Jobst et al\textsuperscript{9} and Yamaguchi et al\textsuperscript{10} by means of measurements of CMRGlc and hippocampal atrophy, using an approach similar to that employed by these authors but including the following novel features: (1) assessing each hemisphere separately; (2) performing partial correlations to control for the potentially confounding effects of disease severity; and (3) assessing the CMRGlc-hippocampal atrophy relations on a voxel by voxel basis.

Methods

PATIENTS

Out of the population of 19 patients with probable Alzheimer’s disease described by Descrages et al,\textsuperscript{21} a three dimensional MRI study allowing reslicing the data for optimal measurement of hippocampal atrophy was available in 11 patients (six men and five women), aged 61–79 years; they were all right handed and had sporadic disease. The diagnosis was based on thorough clinical, neuropsychological, and biological as well as neuro-radiological investigations, and all patients fulfilled the NINCDS-Alzheimer’s disease RDA criteria for probable Alzheimer’s disease.\textsuperscript{23} They all had significant episodic and working memory impairment, and all but one had significant semantic memory impairment (assessed by category fluency). All the patients were studied within 5 years of onset of symptoms and showed mild to moderate dementia, with mini mental state examination (MMSE)\textsuperscript{24} scores ranging from 16 to 23. In no case did standard brain MRI show evidence of brain infarction or extensive white matter hyperintensities, nor did follow up produce evidence for other degenerative disorders such as frontotemporal dementia or Lewy body disease. The patients did not receive any medication known to affect brain metabolism, and especially acetylcholinesterase blockers were not given before the PET study. No patient had a contraindication to performing an MRI, and all were cooperative for both the PET and the MR procedures. The imaging procedures were approved by the ethics committee of Caen, and informed consent was received from all the patients and their families.

PET

The PET study was carried out according to the standardised procedure used in our laboratory, which has been published in detail elsewhere.\textsuperscript{22, 25} We used a high resolution (intrinsic: 5.5×5.5×9 mm, x y z), seven slice tomograph (TTV03, LETI, Grenoble, France). Attenuation correction employed 18Ga transmission scans. The head of the patient was positioned according to Fox’s stereotaxic procedure, which uses the glabella (G) and theinion (I) as bony landmarks visible on a lateral x ray film taken while the subject is lying on the PET couch with the head gently secured in a Laitinen frame. The seven PET planes were made parallel to the GI line and lay from −4 to +68 mm relative to it (total axial field of view is 81 mm); across subjects, the GI line is parallel and lays 21 mm caudal to the AC-PC line. Plasma curves of the 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) were obtained from 24 arterial blood samples collected from the radial artery over 1 hour after the intravenous injection of about 5 mCi of the radiotracer. The PET images were acquired from 50 to 60 minutes postinjection. Parametric pixel by pixel images of CMRGlc
(mg/100 g/min) were obtained using the autoradiographic method and the FDG rate constants and lumped constant derived from normal subjects.

DATA ANALYSIS
The aim of this study was to look for correlations between the MRI derived measures of hippocampal width and the PET derived measures of CMRGlC.

General strategy
According to the goals defined in the Introduction, the PET data were analysed in two different ways in successive order. We first applied a hypothesis driven ROI method sampling only the parietotemporal association cortex, the aim of which was to replicate the previously published findings. To objectively confirm the findings from the ROI analysis, if any, and to assess their topographic specificity, a voxel based analysis was then applied. Both analyses were run only on CMRGlC values normalised with reference to the cerebellar vermis (nCMRGlC), a brain region relatively spared in Alzheimer’s disease. This is a classic procedure to reduce the effects of variability in global CMRGlC, similar to the normalisation of hippocampal width for brain size described above. All the statistical analyses were non-parametric to account for the small sample and to deal with potential non-linearity, non-normal distributions, and outliers.

Region of interest (hypothesis driven) analysis
The method for ROI placement has been described in detail elsewhere. Briefly, the MRI set was first resliced in three dimensions and realigned in the matrix with the PET data with reference to the GI line, using dedicated software. Then, using the stereotaxic atlas of Talairach and Tournoux to identify the anatomical structures, circular (14 mm diameter) ROIs were first delineated on these co-registered MRI planes and then projected onto corresponding PET planes to obtain CMRGlC values. To test whether hippocampal atrophy was correlated with temporoparietal glucose hypometabolism while keeping to a minimum the number of statistical tests, we constrained the ROI sampling to two areas only on each hemisphere, the superior temporal cortex (Brodmann’s area: BA 22/42) with two ROIs, and the angular gyrus (inferior parietal cortex, BA 39) with one ROI. We then obtained the weighted mean CMRGlC across all voxels encompassed by the ROIs for each of these two regions, on each side of the brain. An additional ROI was placed in the cerebellar vermis, to serve as reference for normalisation of the CMRGlC values, as described above.

The relations between hippocampal width and nCMRGlC in these two neocortical regions were analyzed for each side separately, using non-parametric Spearman’s correlations. Overall, four correlations only were tested, two for each side. To control for the potentially confounding effect of disease severity, we also performed partial non-parametric correlations (Kendall’s τ; running on a SYSTAT software, SYSTAT Inc, Evanston, IL, USA), using the MMSE score as the index for dementia severity. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05 (two tailed).

Statistical mapping
Apart from the statistical analysis itself, the handling of the CMRGlC images has been described in detail elsewhere. Briefly, the images were transferred to a SUN workstation and processed with the image analysis software ANALYZE (Biodynamic Research Unit, Mayo

Figure 1  (A–D) Plots of the relations between hippocampal width and nCMRGlC for the superior temporal gyrus and the inferior parietal cortex, shown for the right and left hemispheres separately. As assessed by non-parametric Spearman correlation analysis, the positive correlation between right hippocampal width and right inferior parietal cortex nCMRGlC was statistically significant (see table 1 for details).
Manipulations of the image matrix (stereotaxic normalisation) and statistical calculations were carried out with MATLAB (Mathworks, Sherborn, MA, USA). SPM95 (Wellcome Dept of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) was used for image transformations of this PET data set obtained with the TTV03 PET device.21 This entailed masking of the seven PET images by isosurfaces, interpolation to create a three dimensional space, and spatial transformation to correspond with the 24 axial slices of Talairach and Tournoux.31 Because of the limited axial field of view of the PET camera used, the brain could not be studied in its entirety (fig 1). Each voxel obtained from the transformed images represented a parallelepiped with sides of 2 mm and a thickness of 4 mm. To improve the signal to noise ratio and to limit the effects of interindividual anatomical variations, each image was smoothed using a three dimensional gaussian filter of 16 mm.

As with the ROI analysis, the voxel based statistical analysis was performed with non-parametric statistics. We used the statistical non-parametric mapping software (SnPM, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK),32 looking for all voxels where nCMRGlc was significantly correlated with hippocampal width. This was done after normalisation of the CMRGlc images by the individual vermis CMRglc. Only positive correlations (in the neurobiologically expected direction) were assessed, using $t > 2.752$ ($p < 0.025$, two tailed, uncorrected for multiple tests) as the cut off for statistical significance.

To minimise “edge effects” without excluding hypometabolic areas, only those voxels with values greater than 40% of the whole brain mean were selected for the statistical analysis.21

## Results

### Region of Interest Analysis

As shown in table 1 and illustrated in figure 1, there was a significant positive correlation between right hippocampal width and right inferior parietal nCMRGlc ($p < 0.01$), with a similar but non-significant trend for the superior temporal cortex. The correlations for the left hippocampus were not significant. Partialling out the effects of dementia severity as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain region</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>$t$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right middle temporal</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.29**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right angular gyrus</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.06*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*$p < 0.025$; **$p < 0.005$ (two tailed $t$ test).

Table 1: Spearman correlations between hippocampal width (HW) and ipsilateral cortical nCMRglc values in 11 patients with probable Alzheimer’s disease (see methods for anatomical description of the cortical regions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain region</th>
<th>Right HW</th>
<th>Left HW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior parietal cortex</td>
<td>0.836**</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$p < 0.01$; †Correlation still significant after covarying the MMS (Kendall’s $\tau$=0.619, $p=0.03$, partial rank order correlation).

Table 2: Positive correlations between right (R) hippocampal width and nCMRGlc obtained with SnPM (see methods) in 10 patients with probable Alzheimer’s disease. The peaks of significant correlations together with their xyz coordinates in Talairach’s space and their t value are given.

### Figure 2

SnPM results of the positive correlations between right hippocampal width and brain glucose consumption (nCMRGlc, normalised by the cerebellar vermis value). Shown on this figure as coloured areas (projected onto axial T1 weighted MRI cuts from a healthy young subject) are the voxels with significant ($t > 2.752$, $p < 0.025$) positive correlation between nCMRGlc and right hippocampal width across 10 patients with probable Alzheimer’s disease (see methods for further details). Both the PET data and the standard MRI were spatially transformed with SPM95 to match the 24 planes of the stereotaxic atlas of Talairach and Tournoux.31 However, the MRI data set has been cut out to show only the voxels of interest—that is, those where nCMRGlc was >40% of the mean value and which are common to all 10 patients, taking into account the limited axial field of view of the PET device used (81 mm). Illustrated here are 19 consecutive axial Talairach planes (every 4 mm), from −28 mm to +44 mm relative to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure plane. The statistic was carried out with SnPM, which calculated non-parametric correlations on a voxel basis. The six level pseudocolour scale ranges from $t = 2.752$ to the maximum voxel $t$ value of 4.29. On this display, the right side of the brain is shown on the left side of the images. Two clusters of significant positive correlations between voxel nCMRGlc values and right hippocampal width were found, centred on the right anterior-inferior lateral temporal neocortex (middle temporal gyrus), and the right inferior parietal neocortex (angular gyrus) (see results and table 2 for details).
reflected by the MMSE scores reduced but did not cancel the significance of the correlation between right hippocampal width and right inferior parietal nCMRGlc (table 1).

**VOXEL BASED ANALYSIS**

According to our strategy (see methods), SnPM analysis was performed for right hippocampal width only, because only this side showed significant correlations with nCMRGlc data. It was run on 10 patients as the PET data set of one patient was technically inadequate for the SPM spatial transformation. The results are illustrated in figure 2, and the peaks of significant non-parametric positive correlations supplied by this software, together with their Talairach coordinates and their anatomical identification, are listed in table 2. Significant correlations were found for the ipsilateral middle temporal gyrus and inferior parietal cortex.

**Discussion**

**SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS**

Our aim in this study was to replicate and expand on previously published findings of a relation between hippocampal atrophy and posterior cortex hypometabolism in Alzheimer’s disease. Using three dimensional MRI and PET with both the ROI method and voxel based analysis, and considering each side of brain separately, we found a significant and consistent positive correlation between the magnitude of right hippocampal atrophy and the degree of glucose hypometabolism in the ipsilateral temporoparietal association cortex. This correlation did not seem to result simply from a coincidental effect of an underlying disease process as it remained significant even after partialling out for severity of dementia. Furthermore, it was topographically specific for the posterior association neocortex as shown by voxel based analysis of the entire brain parenchyma.

**METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS**

For the measurement of hippocampal atrophy, several approaches can be used—namely, visual rating, calculation of cross sectional hippocampal area, or actual volumetry. Although the last is considered the most advanced, it is not exempt from methodological uncertainties. The lack of standard criteria for the boundaries of the hippocampal formation has caused interstudy variability in the reported estimates for hippocampal atrophy in Alzheimer’s disease using volumetry. Although the minimum hippocampal width measurement method of Jobst et al may be considered simplistic, it has the advantages of being both straightforward and reproducible, and has been shown to be very sensitive to both normal aging and the Alzheimer’s disease process in patients with pathologically proved diagnosis, as well as in the assessment of disease progression in patients with Alzheimer’s disease relative to healthy aged controls (see Smith and Jobst for a review). Our reason for using this method in this work was because we wanted to replicate the earlier findings of Jobst et al and Yamaguchi et al, who both employed this method.

For PET data analysis, we successively applied two distinct but complementary strategies, according to a well defined plan (see methods). Firstly, so as to limit the number of statistical tests, we employed the classic ROI method to sample a highly limited number of predetermined cortical regions, based on their constant metabolic involvement in Alzheimer’s disease and our primary goal of replicating earlier studies. Subsequently, we used a voxel based analysis allowing the assessment of the entire brain in a systematic way, to simultaneously confirm the findings from the ROIs with a more objective method and test their specificity for the posterior cortex. We normalised the CMRGlc values using the cerebellar vermis as reference. We have successfully used this approach in the past to limit the intersubject variance in global metabolism; in addition, normalisation of CMRGlc before the correlation analysis was an appropriate match to hippocampal width, as hippocampal width was also normalised (by brain size; see methods). However, we also reanalysed our data post hoc using absolute CMRGlc values, and found essentially the same results as with nCMRGlc (Spearman correlation coefficients for the superior temporal gyrus and inferior parietal cortex were 0.864, p<0.001, and 0.755, p<0.02, respectively, with right hippocampal width; and 0.109 and 0.082, not significant, respectively, with left hippocampal width).

Although the sample used was not large, it comprised patients prospectively selected according to strict criteria, in whom it was possible to obtain both FDG-PET and coregistered high quality three dimensional MRI, and whose clinical follow up confirmed the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease in each case. No other study thus far has reported similar studied patients. Nevertheless, to account for the risk of non-normal distribution and spurious correlations inherent to limited samples, we elected to use non-parametric statistic in all analyses, whether ROI or voxel based. For the ROI analysis, the significant Spearman correlation obtained for the right angular gyrus was statistically robust (p<0.01). Furthermore, it was in the neurobiologically expected direction and it replicated earlier findings. These facts altogether argue for the reliability of this finding. For the voxel based analysis, we used SnPM, a method so far little used in clinical research presumably because it is labour intensive and requires intensive computation. In our case, its results were both clear cut and very close to the findings obtained with the ROI analysis, especially the correlation for the right angular gyrus was clearly recovered. Although the ROI method only showed a trend for the superior temporal ROI data only, the SnPM method disclosed a highly significant cluster centred on the right middle temporal gyrus and spreading to the anteriormost part of the superior temporal gyrus (fig 2). Although the region corresponding to this cluster peak was not exactly sampled by our prespecified ROIs, it clearly also belongs to the temporal association.
neocortex, and is usually affected in Alzheimer's disease. Finally, the specificity of these correlations for the posterior association cortex was shown by SnPM, which did not show significant peaks elsewhere, even at the lower statistical cut off of t>2.306, p< 0.05 (data not shown).

For technical reasons, the PET data set of one patient could not be spatially processed with SnPM, thus reducing to 10 cases the sample available for voxelwise correlations. Nevertheless, recalculating the ROI correlations with this reduced sample did not alter the findings (Spearman’s r for the right inferior parietal cortex=0.806, p<0.01; Kendall’s t=0.662, p<0.02).

THE ISSUE OF THE LEFT HEMISPHERE

According to our data, the correlation between hippocampal width and posterior association neocortex nCMRGlc concerned only the right hemisphere. As earlier studies did not analyze the laterality of this relation, this surprising finding cannot be compared with previous data. Post hoc SnPM analysis of the relations between left hippocampal width and nCMRGlc did not show any significant cluster of correlation within the left hemisphere, indicating that this negative finding cannot be attributed to data undersampling with the ROI method (data not shown). Although it has been reported that in probable Alzheimer’s disease there is a greater metabolic reduction in the left hemisphere, there was no significant difference in nCMRGlc between the right and left homologous posterior regions in our sample (paired t test; data not shown), indicating essentially symmetric disease. The data plots shown in figure 1, however, suggest that this negative finding may represent a type 2 error due to the limited sample and large intersubject variance. Further studies are necessary to address this intriguing issue.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION

One straightforward hypothesis to explain the correlation between hippocampal atrophy and decreased temporoparietal CMRGlc found in Alzheimer’s disease both by us and by previous investigators would contend that hippocampal atrophy and decreased temporoparietal CMRGlc are two merely coincidental effects of the pathological process—that is, they are not causally related. To control for this potentially confounding effect, and at variance with these earlier reports, we performed partial correlations using the MMSE score as the index for severity of dementia. Partial correlation is a classic statistical method used to evaluate the influence of a confounder when a correlation is found between two variables. It is particularly useful in clinical research when the underlying disease process may simultaneously induce two distinct clinical features, which in turn may be found significantly intercorrelated without this reflecting a causal, but merely a coincidental, relation. Our finding that the correlation remained statistically significant after partialing out the effect of severity of dementia would therefore argue in favour of the hypothesis that in Alzheimer’s disease hippocampal atrophy may contribute to hypometabolism in the posterior association cortex. How could this come about? The demonstration of strong reciprocal connections between the hippocampus and the temporoparietal association cortex, such that neuronal damage in the hippocampus such as occurs in Alzheimer’s disease may impair synaptic function in the association neocortex. This hypothesis is further supported by recent reports of reductions in neocortical glucose metabolism after lesions of the entorhinal cortex (the obligatory relay between neocortex and hippocampus) in both the baboon and the rat. Thus, overlap above local Alzheimer’s disease pathology—well documented in the posterior association cortex—neuronal disconnection from damage to medial temporal lobe structures may therefore partly explain the hypometabolism characteristically found there in Alzheimer’s disease, especially in the early stages. Whether hippocampo-neocortical disconnection underlies the cognitive deficits correlated with parietotemporal hypometabolism in Alzheimer’s disease is another question, but earlier studies suggest that cognitive deficits after subcortical stroke are partly subtended by similar disrupted networks witnessed by cortical hypometabolism. 3,4 It will be of interest to see if our finding holds in other degenerative dementing processes where hypometabolism or the posterior association cortex is also reported, such as Parkinson’s disease with dementia and dementia with Lewy bodies. 9,10
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